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Wizcon 7, Version 7.0 
Release Notes  

Introduction 

This document includes updated information for Wizcon 7 on Windows Version 7.0. The 

information in this document contains late breaking changes and additions to Wizcon7. For 

more information about Wizcon 7 on Windows please refer to Wizcon 7 Online Help.  

What’s New 

Listed below are some of the new features in Wizcon 7 On Windows. Not all of the 

new features are described here because they are explained and described on the 

Online Help.  

� Wizcon Application Studio 

� Windows Look and Feel, pop up menus, common dialogs 

� Find in Image 

� Print Chart 

� Reference Graph 

� Momentary Trigger 

� Action on Alerts 

� Multilanguage Support 

� Extensive Online Help 

� Wizcon7 communication drivers - documentation 

� Miscellaneous 
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Wizcon Application Studio 

A new concept is introduced with Wizcon7, the Wizcon Application. The Wizcon 

Application includes all relevant objects and files needed to run your application. To 

manage the Application you use the Wizcon Application Studio. The Studio is an 

Explorer-like interface from which the application developer has full control and 

access to all parts of the application. 

Following is a brief description of the various elements in the Wizcon Studio: 

Containers Tree List 

In the left hand side of the Studio window there is a tree list that represents the 

various elements of Wizcon. The Containers Tree area is made up of two main 

groups: Files and Objects. Each item is a collection list of objects or files. The root of 

the tree is the station or application name. 

When any of the tree items is selected, a list of the container's contents is displayed 

in the right-hand side of the Studio window.  

Clicking the right mouse button on any item in the tree opens a content sensitive pop 

up menu with options relevant to the selected item. 

All lists share the following common features: 

� Right click the mouse opens content sensitive pop up menu. 

� List columns can be customized by the user by using the View Setting pop up 

menu item. 

� List can be sorted by any column by clicking on its header. 

� Any list can be duplicated in a separate window for ease of use by using the 

Duplicate view pop up menu item. 

Control Panel 

When the root of the tree is selected the right-hand list displays icons that represent 

various elements of Wizcon that do not appear in the tree list. These include : - 

Macro definition, Wizcon language definition, Communication Driver definition, 

Single gate dialog, Multiple Gates utility, and settings such as Users, DDE blocks 

and Group names. 

File Lists 

Under the Files branch you can find Wizcon elements that are stored as files. These 

include the Viewports, Images, Charts, Annunciators and Analysis, Recipes, Layout 

and Reports. 

You can add Viewport , as Image, to its list by dragging and dropping the file from 

Windows Explorer. Double-clicking on a Viewport in the list opens it. To open a 

new Viewport use the New pop up menu item. 

Object Lists 

The Objects branch includes lists of Gates and Alerts. Double-clicking on any object 

opens its properties; you can modify and save the changes. New objects can be 

defined using the New pop up menu item. 
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Find in Image 

Using this option the user can find, and Goto an object that matches the search text. 

This feature is available in Edit mode only. A Find Next operation is available to 

continue the search for the next object. 

The user can select the following types of text to search: 

Simple text, Gate name, Alert family name, Trigger macro name, Trigger zone name, 

Trigger button , Cluster Instance, Cluster library , Cluster object ,Text table value, 

and String gate value.  

Other Advanced Search options such as matching case or matching the whole word 

are also available. 

Print Chart 

This feature enables you to print your chart from the Chart menu. You can customize 

the way your chart will print. 

Reference Graph 

Reference Graph is a graph with predefined set of values chosen by the engineer. The 

values are either supplied manually or taken from the history of a specific gate in a 

specific time period. A reference graph is attached to a standard graph and is used to 

graphically represent a desired behavior of the standard graph. The operator can 

compare graphically the actual behavior of a gate with the desired one. 

For more information please refer to the Online help. 

Momentary Trigger 

A Momentary Trigger is an object that is used to change a gate value in a one-shot 

way. Usually such operations are required for a digital gate that controls some field 

operation that is activated by a high value ( one 1) for a short period of time, 

followed by a low value (zero 0). 

The neutral way to implement such operation is using the ‘button down’ button up’ 

pair of user actions. This operation is actually a ‘button click’ that is regarded as one 

operation. The momentary trigger operation will regard a ‘button click’ as two 

operations. 

All gates can be used for the Momentary including string gates. 

For a more detailed description refer to Wizcon7 Online Help. 
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Action on Alerts 

Action on Alert feature enables the user to attach an action (macro) to each state of 

the alert during the alert definition. For Action on Alert, 3 various states of alert are 

possible: 

� Alert has been started 

� Alert has been acknowledged  

� Alert has been ended 

The user can attach to each of these states macros that will be activated as the alert 

changes to that state. If alert is Auto ACK, then the acknowledged state can not have 

action for it. If alert is Auto END, then ended state can not have action for it.  

All actions, defined in this way, will be activated automatically by Wizcon during 

running. This feature makes building applications easier as it saves the user the need 

to use either Wizcon Language or an Add-on to perform an action when alert changes 

its state. 

Multilanguage Support 

Wizcon7's multilanguage feature enables users to switch online, from one language 

to another, in the application level. Using this feature applications can be developed 

in one language, then all texts can be translated to another language and at runtime 

the user can choose the language he wants to use. 

Multilanguage support is only for gate description, alert text and simple text in 

Image. 

For more detailed information, please refer to Wizcon's Online help. 

Please note that if you have open gates and alerts, in the Studio list, they do not 

update when you switch from one language to another. To overcome this situation, 

click another object or file in the container list. Click on it and then return to the 

Gates or Alerts object. 

If you have many gates, alerts or texts in your image,  language switching time may 

take longer (to load strings). The time it takes to reload strings is dependent on the 

size of your application. 

Working with Wizcon 5 and Wizcon 7 

If you have Wizcon 5 and Wizcon 7 already installed on your PC, you may want to 

run your Wizcon 5 applications with Wizcon 7's Studio. Wizcon 7 enables you to 

open your old applications with Wizcon 7. 

Wizcon 5 Application use *.Wza and Wizcon 7 Application use *.wz7 files. 

If you wish to run your Wizcon 5 application in Wizcon 7 you can open the old 

application with Wizcon 7. 

If you right-click, the pop-up menu opens. Select the Open with Wizcon 7 option. 

Your Wizcon 5 application then opens in the Studio.  
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To save your Wizcon 5 application in Wizcon 7 format, Select Save from the Studio 

File menu.  

In any folder of your application, right click and a pop-up menu appears. Select New. 

You will receive two options: Wizcon 5 application and Wizcon 7 application. Select 

the one you wish your application to operate in. 

How to Copy an Application to other locations or PCs 

If at any stage, you planned to move your application to another location, it is 

advisable that you keep the Viewports in a sub-directory of your application 

directory. Studio will keep the Viewports in a relative path as long as they appear in 

the directory, for example .\IMG\HOTEL.VIM then when you copy the application 

just make sure you copy all sub directories as well. Regarding other files as Gates, 

Alerts they are expected to be found in the path as set in the default Path settings. 

Caution:! 
If you are using the Studio File � Save as option to save an application, be aware 

that this Save as file does not include all application files. (Includes only the 

Viewport list, but not even the Viewports themselves.)  

If you are planning to copy an application to another directory, make sure to copy all 

application files to the new directory.  

Wizcon 5 Compatibility 

Wizcon 5 is fully compatible to Wizcon 7. However, due to some interface changes 

using Wizcon 7 on existing Wizcon 5 applications requires some work. 

Wizcon 5 application file WZA is supported by Studio. Running <Wizcon 

WizApp.WZA> loads the application Add-ons, in addition the default path is 

scanned for list of Viewports and lists are filled. 

Note: 
1. Wizcon7 is not downward compatible with Wizcon5. 

2. You cannot run both Wizcon 7 and Wizcon 5 simultaneously  

 

Authorization issues 

If you run Wizcon.Exe in a directory with Wizcon 5 application you will see the 

Quick access bar as well as the Studio. You should use Menu authorization to set the 

groups you want to enable access to the Studio. 

For example, you can select an unused group, let's say group 32, and name it Studio.  

From the Studio � Design � Menu Items the Menu Authorization dialog opens. 

Select Quick Access Bar. Press Groups and select only group 32. To name this group 

select from Studio � Design � Group Names. In the Group Names dialog enter 

Studio in the group 32 field.  

Refer to the Chemical, Water, and Hotel applications in Samples for an example of 

this useful technique. 
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Driver definitions 

When you add a new driver, Wizcon 7 automatically detects if the driver is of serial 

type and enables the serial parameters definitions. The old NULL and Special types 

are obsolete. The file format of WIZVPI.DAT remains the same. 

Wizcon7 Communication Drivers - Documentation 

All Wizcon5 on Windows Communications Drivers are compatible with Wizcon, 

therefore, the current Communication Drivers Developer's Guide is also good for 

Wizcon7. 

There is one minor change: Chapter 9 Services that Drivers Should Support, page 9-

10, 11 

The information below replaces what's written in the manual: 

GetVpiINfor( ) 

Where: Ver…….. 

             (VPI_INTERFACE_VER is defined  in 
header file VPI.H and has currently the value 
70.) 

 

PName  Pointer to a zero-terminated driver, 
two strings. This is the short and long 
description. 

              Ex: "MODBUS  RTU\0 MODBUS RTU 
JBUS….." 

Miscellaneous  

Date Fields in Reports 

During report definition the date fields should have a length dependant on the date 

format you selected in Date format properties. Station -> Properties -> Date Format. 

The length should be either 8 or 10 characters. (for year format use 4 characters).  

Object Highlight on Selection 

There is a new tuning parameter called IMG_HIGHLIGHT_ON_SELECTION. If 

you set this parameter to YES, the selected object will appear with a complementary 

color as was in Wizcon 5. This parameter will not affect the trigger object behavior 

appearance when pressed. 

Default value: NO.  

Restart Wizcon to enable this parameter. 

Note:  This parameter is not in Wizcon's 7 Image Properties dialog box. 

If you wish to use this option, enter the parameter in the 

WIZTUNE.DAT file. 
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Recipes  

1. It is not recommended to use standard extensions such as wza, rls, doc or gls for 

recipes.  

2. The Duplicate View option for Recipes is not supported in this version. 

Wgates 

The standalone Wgates Utility (Wgates.exe) is not available in this version. 

Macros 

Avoid using F3 and CtrlF as accelerator keys in macros because they are used as the 

accelerator keys for the Image Find and Find Next options. 

Undo 

After Dynamic Definition of an object and opening an Alert Object Definition dialog 

the Undo feature is not available anymore.  

If you cancel an Alert, the Undo feature is not available. 

APIs 

If you are using Wizcon toolkit note that API's prefix is changed to Wiz from Wiz5. 

All old Wizcon 5 Add-ons can be used easily without any change in Wizcon 7.  

Please note that you can recompile your Wizcon 5 Add-ons in Wizcon 7 without 

changing the prefix to Wiz. But it is recommended to use the prefix Wiz for all your 

new Add-ons. 

Alert Family 

When you define an Alert Family you must use upper case letters in Alert Definition 

dialog. 
 


